Application of Acetylcholinesterase Histochemistry for the Diagnosis of Hirschsprung’s Disease in Neonates and Infants: a Twenty-year Experience
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Summary. Background. The acetylcholinesterase (AChE) histochemical staining of intestinal mucosal-submucosal biopsy specimens is believed to be the most reliable diagnostic method for Hirschsprung’s disease (HD). The aim of our study was to evaluate advantages and disadvantages of this method for HD diagnosis in infants and neonates.

Material and Methods. The results of AChE histochemistry of rectal biopsy specimens, obtained from 11 neonates and 29 infants treated in the Clinic of Pediatric Surgery, Hospital of the Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, from 1991 to 2010 were analyzed. AChE activity of neural structures was evaluated using Karnovsky–Roots method modified by El-Badawi and Schenk.

Results. Two neonates were diagnosed with HD. The diagnosis was not confirmed in 9 cases, but clinical symptoms progressed in 3 cases, and HD was diagnosed after the repeated biopsy performed in infancy. The results of primary biopsy were rated as false negative. Test sensitivity and specificity in neonates were 40.0% and 100%, respectively. A total of 21 infants were diagnosed with HD. All of them underwent surgery. The diagnosis of HD was confirmed in 20 cases; in one case, intestinal neuronal dysplasia type B was diagnosed. The diagnosis was not confirmed in 8 cases. In infants, the test had a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 88.8%.

Conclusions. The analysis of AChE activity in rectal biopsy specimens is a reliable method for diagnosing HD in infancy. This test is less valuable in neonates. If test results are negative, infants should be observed, and if symptoms persist, the biopsy should be repeated at the age of 3 months. Rectal biopsy specimens in neonates should include mucosa and submucosa.

Introduction

Hirschsprung’s disease (HD) is a congenital absence of ganglion cells in the enteric plexuses of the large intestine (aganglionosis), manifesting as acute or chronic bowel obstruction. In 70%–90% of cases, clinical symptoms are present on the first days after birth. Hirschsprung’s disease should be suspected in case of delayed meconium elimination, bloating, vomiting, and impaired defecation of the newborn (1–4).

The diagnosis of HD should be established early in the neonatal period, because without an effective diagnosis and appropriate treatment, a considerable proportion of infants will develop serious complications, such as acute enterocolitis or toxic megacolon (3).

With the advances in neonatal anesthesiology and surgical care, the use of the primary transanalendo-rectal pull-through procedure in the management of neonates with HD represents a significant change from the classical approach to its treatment (1).

However, HD diagnostics in the neonatal period remains a challenge. The most popular noninvasive methods for diagnosing HD – radiocontrast enema or anorectal manometry – do not provide sufficient diagnostic information in neonates (1–3, 5).

Since the development of rectal suction biopsy technique by Noblett (1969) and the introduction of acetylcholinesterase (AChE) histochemistry by Meier-Ruge et al. (1972), which have demonstrated that the absence of ganglion cells in Meissner’s plexus and increased AChE activity of neural structures in lamina propria mucosae are specific to Hirschsprung’s disease, AChE histochemical staining of rectal suction biopsies has gradually replaced conventional full-thickness biopsy at many institutions (6–8). The aim of this study was to determine the value of AChE staining for rectal biopsy specimens in the diagnosis of Hirschsprung’s disease in neonates and infants.

Material and Methods

The results of AChE histochemical staining in rectal biopsy specimens obtained from 40 neonates and infants treated in the Clinic of Pediatric Surgery, Medical Academy, Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, Eivenių 2, 50028 Kaunas, Lithuania. E-mail: robertas.bagdzevicius@kaunoklinikos.lt
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After the fixation with Carnoy’s solution, 7-μm paraffin sections were prepared and stained with cresyl fast violet staining was evaluated (11). The structure of nerve ganglia and neuronal cells using Cresyl fast violet staining was evaluated (11). After the fixation with Carnoy’s solution, 7-μm paraffin sections were prepared and stained with cresyl fast violet solution (cresyl fast violet, 0.5 g; distilled water, 100 mL). Tissue differentiation was performed with glacial acetic acid solution (glacial acetic acid, 250 μL; alcohol, 100 mL). The sections were covered with Roti®-Histokit II mounting medium.

**Statistical Analysis.** Sensitivity and specificity of this test in two groups of patients – neonates and infants – were calculated. Sensitivity measures the proportion of actual positives, which are correctly identified as such (e.g., the percentage of people with disease who are correctly identified as having the condition; sensitivity = true positives/true positives + false negatives). Specificity measures the proportion of negatives, which are correctly identified (e.g., the percentage of healthy people who are correctly identified as not having the condition; specificity = true negatives/true negatives + false positives).

**Results**

All 120 biopsy specimens excised with forceps and scissors included mucosa and submucosa.

Two neonates had a positive AChE reaction in the nervous structures of the mucous membrane and no ganglia cells in the submucosa – HD was diagnosed (Fig. 2A). They underwent radical operations and were confirmed to have Hirschsprung’s disease pathologically. Six neonates had a negative AChE reaction in the mucous membrane, and ganglia cells were present in the submucosa (Fig. 2B). The diagnosis of HD was excluded. As these children matured, clinical signs of constipation regressed. Three neonates did not have ganglia cells in the submucosa, but they also had a negative AChE reaction in the nervous structures of the mucosa (Fig. 2C). HD was excluded. As these neonates presented with progressing clinical symptoms, biop-
Fig. 1. Acetylcholinesterase (AchE) reactions in the mucosal layer
A, there are no AchE-positive nerve fibers in the lamina propria mucosae and muscularis mucosae that indicates a negative AchE reaction (×40); B, AchE-positive nerve fibers in the muscularis mucosae and some fibers in the lamina propria mucosae that indicates a slightly positive AchE reaction (×20); and C, a thick network of AchE-positive nerve fibers in the muscularis mucosae and lamina propria mucosae indicating a positive AchE reaction (×40).

Fig. 2. Acetylcholinesterase (AchE) staining in various clinical cases
A, profuse nervous plexuses in the muscularis and lamina propria mucosae indicating Hirschsprung’s disease (×40); B, no AchE-positive nerve fibers in the muscularis and lamina propria mucosae are observed; AchE-positive nerve ganglions in the submucosa indicates a normal case; diagnosis of HD was not confirmed (×20); and C, the proliferation of AchE-positive fibers is not seen in lamina propria mucosae indicating false-negative Hirschsprung’s disease (×40).

Fig. 3. Specimens from a patient with intestinal neuronal dysplasia
A, AchE-positive nerve ganglions in the submucosa and the proliferation of AchE-positive nerve fibers in the muscularis mucosae and some nerve fibers in the lamina propria mucosae (×40), B, the nerve cells in a ganglion of the submucosa stained with cresyl fast violet.
NEUROMORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF HD WERE DETECTED. THESE INFANTS UNDERWENT SURGERY, AND THE DIAGNOSIS OF HD WAS CONFIRMED PATHOLOGICALLY. THE RESULTS OF PRIMARY BIOPSY WERE RATED AS FALSE NEGATIVE. IN NEONATES, THE SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY OF THE AChE STAINING FOR MUCOSAL-SUBMUCOSAL RECTAL BIOPSY SPECIMENS IN ESTABLISHING THE DIAGNOSIS OF HD WERE 40.0% (OF THE 5 CASES, 2 POSITIVE AND 3 FALSE NEGATIVE RESULTS) AND 100.0% (OF THE 6 CASES, 6 TRUE NEGATIVE RESULTS), RESPECTIVELY.

NEUROMORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES CHARACTERISTIC OF HD WERE DETERMINED IN 20 INFANTS. ALL THE PATIENTS UNDERWENT RADICAL OPERATIONS AND WERE CONFIRMED TO HAVE HIRSCHSPRUNG’S DISEASE PATHOLOGICALLY. IN ONE CASE, AN INFANT WHO HAD A COLOSTOMY FOR THE LOW BOWEL OBSTRUCTION AT THE AGE OF 3 DAYS, ALL BIOPSY SPECIMENS HAD A POSITIVE AChE REACTION. DURING THE SURGERY, A SEGMENT OF THE COLON WAS REMOVED, AND AFTER NEUROHISTOLOGICAL AND NEUROHISTOCHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF THIS SEGMENT, NEURONAL GANGLIA WERE FOUND IN THE SUBMUCOSA (FIG. 3). INTESTINAL NEURONAL DYSPLASIA TYPE B (IND B) WAS DIAGNOSED. THE RESULTS OF PRIMARY BIOPSY WERE RATED AS FALSE POSITIVE. EIGHT INFANTS HAD A NEGATIVE AChE REACTION, AND THE DIAGNOSIS OF HD WAS NOT CONFIRMED. ALL INFANTS RECEIVED CONSERVATIVE TREATMENT AND THEIR CONDITION IMPROVED. IN INFANTS, THE SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY OF THE AChE STAINING FOR MUCOSAL-SUBMUCOSAL RECTAL BIOPSY SPECIMENS IN ESTABLISHING THE DIAGNOSIS OF HD WAS 100.0% (OF 20 CASES, 20 TRUE POSITIVE RESULTS) AND 88.8% (8 TRUE NEGATIVE AND 1 FALSE POSITIVE RESULT), RESPECTIVELY.

DISCUSSION

MOST AUTHORS REPORT THAT AChE STAINING OF RECTAL MUCOSAL BIOPSY SPECIMENS IS ESSENTIAL FOR A DEFINITE DIAGNOSIS OF HD, ESPECIALLY WHEN BARIUM ENEMA AND ANORECTAL MANOMETRY TESTS ARE NOT INFORMATIVE (DUE TO TOTAL COLONIC AGANGLIONOSIS, SHORT-SEGMENT HD, NEONATAL AGE, OR PRESENCE OF A COLOSTOMY) (3, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13). HD IS CHARACTERIZED BY PROFUSE NERVOUS PLEXUSES IN THE SUBMUCOSA, MUSCULARIS MUCOSAE, AND NERVE FIBERS RUNNING TRANSVERSLY AND FORMING A NETWORK OF THIN TERMINAL NERVOUS FIBERS IN THE LAMINA PROPRIA MUCOSAE. ALL THESE NERVOUS PLEXUSES HAVE VERY INTENSE AChE ACTIVITY. THERE ARE NO NEURONAL GANGLIA IN THE SUBMUCOSA (10, 12). FALSE-POSITIVE RESULTS ARE OFTEN OBTAINED WHEN HEMORRHAGIC SPECIMENS ARE BEING ANALYZED, BECAUSE OF HIGH CONCENTRATION OF AChE IN THE RED BLOOD CELL MEMBRANE (13). POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR FALSE-NEGATIVE TEST RESULTS INCLUDE VARIABILITY IN THE BIOPSY SITE, TOO SUPERFICIALY TAKEN BIOPSY MATERIAL THAT LACKS MUSCULARIS MUCOSA, IMMATURITY OF THE ENZYME SYSTEM, TECHNICAL VARIATIONS IN PERFORMANCE OF STAINING, AND THE EXPERIENCE OF INDIVIDUAL PATHOLOGISTS (6). FALSE-NEGATIVE RESULTS ARE FIRSTLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE PATIENT’S AGE (5, 13, 14). CHOW ET AL. REPORTED A TYPE B POSITIVE REACTION IN NEONATES, WHEN ONLY ISOLATED AChE-POSITIVE FIBERS WERE DETECTED IN THE LAMINA PROPRIA MUCOSAE, AND MOST OF THESE FIBERS WERE LOCATED IN MUSCULARIS MUCOSAE AND SUBMUCOSA (15). THIS PHENOMENON WAS ALSO OBSERVED BY OTHER AUTHORs, BUT THEY REPORTED THAT SUCH AChE REACTION WAS NOT SUFFICIENT TO CONFIRM HD DIAGNOSIS (3, 14). AChE ACTIVITY CHARACTERISTIC OF CLASSICAL HD WAS OBSERVED IN ONLY 83% OF INFANTS AGED LESS THAN 3 MONTHS (14). GANGLIA CELLS IN NEONATES MAY BE IMMATURE OR LOCATED SPARSELY, thus IMITATING AGANGLIONOSIS (16).

MORPHOLOGICAL ALTERATIONS CHARACTERISTIC OF HD ARE DETECTED ONLY IN THE DISTAL PARTS OF THE COLON BELOW THE LIENAL FLEXURE, BECAUSE THIS PART OF THE LARGE BOWEL RECEIVES PARASYMPATHETIC INNERVATION FROM THE MEDULLAR S2–S4 SEGMENTS. THEREFORE, AChE STAINING OF THE BIOPSY SPECIMENS TAKEN FROM THE ASCENDING AND TRANSVERSAL COLON IS NOT INFORMATIVE. THIS EXPLAINS FALSE-NEGATIVE RESULTS OF AChE STAINING IN CHILDREN WITH TOTAL COLONIC AGANGLIONOSIS (10, 12–14). IN OUR STUDY, 1 FALSE-POSITIVE RESULT (2.4%) IN AN INFANT WITH NEURONAL INTESTINAL DYSPLASIA WAS DOCUMENTED, WHEN GANGLIA IN THE SUBMUCOSA WERE EVALUATED INACCURATELY. THREE FALSE-NEGATIVE RESULTS WERE OBTAINED AFTER BIOPSY SPECIMENS IN NEONATES. SUCH RESULTS MIGHT BE INFLUENCED BY INADEQUATE FIBER PROLIFERATION IN MUCOUS MEMBRANE DURING THE FIRST WEEKS AFTER BIRTH. THERE WERE NO CASES OF TOTAL AGANGLIONOSIS IN OUR SAMPLE. WHEN BIOPSY SPECIMENS WERE REPEATED AFTER 3 MONTHS, POSITIVE AChE REACTION WAS OBSERVED IN THE MUCOSALPLEXUSES. THESE REPEATED BIOPSY SPECIMENS CONFIRMED HD; THEREFORE, THERE WAS NO NEED FOR FULL-THICKNESS BIOPSY SPECIMENS. THIS SUGGESTS THAT IF THE RESULTS OF PRIMARY BIOPSY ARE NEGATIVE, INFANTS SHOULD BE FURTHER OBSERVED. IF SYMPTOMS PERSIST, BIOPSY SHOULD BE REPEATED AT THE AGE OF 3 MONTHS (5).

MANY DIFFERENT METHODS WERE PROPOSED FOR THE EVALUATION AND DIAGNOSIS OF CONGENITAL DEFECTS OF THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM IN THE LARGE INTESTINES: HISTOLOGICAL, IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL (NEUROPEPTIDE Y, SUBSTANCE P, TYROSIINE HYDROXYLASE ETC.), NEUROHISTOCHEMICAL (ACETYLCOLINESTERASE, LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE, SUCCLINATE DEHYDROGENASE, NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE, ETC.) (8, 12, 16, 17). NEVERTHELESS, AChE HISTOCHEMISTRY REMAINS THE MOST SUITABLE METHOD IN DIAGNOSING HD, AS IT IS SIMPLE, FAST, AND RELIABLE (8). OUR STUDY CONFIRMS THE RELIABILITY OF THIS METHOD IN DIAGNOSING HD IN INFANTS.

THERE ARE SEVERAL METHODS FOR RECTAL BIOPSY. EVERY METHOD HAS ITS ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES. WHEN DOBBINS AND BILL (1965) INTRODUCED RECTAL SUCTION BIOPSY PROCEDURE, WHICH WAS IMPROVED BY NOBLETT (1969), IT BECAME THE MOST WIDELY USED DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE FOR CHILDREN WITH BOWEL MOTILITY DISORDERS. THIS PROCEDURE DOES NOT REQUIRE ANESTHETICS AND CAN BE PERFORMED IN THE WARD OR IN THE OUTPATIENT CLINIC (18). THE DISADVANTAGES OF THIS PROCEDURE ARE AS FOLLOWS: IT IS PERFORMED BLINDLY, AND
the biopsy site and thickness of the specimen may vary; feces and mucus may influence the thickness of the specimen; the thickness of the specimen may be insufficient because of edematous swollen mucosal layers following x-ray examination or a low suction level. The procedure may result in bleeding, perforation, or sepsis (3, 4, 19, 20). To minimize the risk of complications and to avoid the disadvantages usually caused by the Noblett forceps, various modifications of this instrument have been introduced (6, 19, 20). In our study, rectal biopsy specimens were obtained with rectoscopic forceps during rectoscopic procedure and with scissors though the rectal speculum for older children. Rectoscopy and biopsy were performed under anesthesia. This might be viewed as a disadvantage. However, during the rectoscopic procedure, we could directly inspect the mucous membrane of the rectum in the place of biopsy and the extent of bleeding after the biopsy, and we could stop the bleeding when needed. Other authors also suggest taking biopsy specimens with endoscopic forceps, scissors, or scalpel (5, 18).

Since the year 1964, AChE staining method introduced by Karnovsky and Roots has undergone some modifications. In our study, the modification by El-Badawi and Schenk was chosen, because Harry’s hematoxylin stains surrounding tissues and allows better visualization of the relations between these tissues and nervous structures (9). Due to complex technology of preparation and lack of pathologists’ experience, AchE histochemistry may be used only in specialized pathology centers (3, 7, 8). However, modern commercial diagnostic sets, using modified lyophilized media, will no doubt increase the number of laboratories applying AChE histochemistry for diagnosing HD (3).

Various studies have indicated that insufficient biopsy specimens, which do not contain submucosa, account for about 34% of all cases (18, 20). In our study, all biopsy specimens included mucosa and submucosa. Many studies report that the diagnosis of HD may be determined with a 99%–100% accuracy by AChE reaction in the lamina propria and tunica muscularis mucosae alone (6, 15). However, Kobayaschi and et al. state that such a reaction can sometimes be found in normal bowel as well as in IND. Therefore, diagnostic rectal biopsies have to include sufficient submucosa to show the submucosal plexuses and ganglia (10, 21). Our data support this opinion, especially in the case of newborns. However, our study reveals only tendencies, and this topic remains debatable and requires more detailed clinical trials.

Intestinal neuronal dysplasia type B is a controversial condition (8, 22). The majority of authors acknowledge the following diagnostic criteria: increased numbers of nerve cells per ganglion, large ganglion size, large size of a nerve cell, and increased AchE activity in the lamina propria and around submucosal blood vessels (22). The diagnosis should be confirmed according to several diagnostic criteria, though it remains unclear if IND is a separate congenital entity or acquired condition due to chronic constipation (8). In our study, IND was diagnosed by increased AchE activity in the lamina propria and around submucosal blood vessels in the ganglionated bowel.

Conclusions
The analysis of acetylcholinesterase activity in rectal biopsy specimens is a reliable method for diagnosing Hirschsprung’s disease, especially in infancy. This test is less valuable in neonates. If test results are negative, infants should be observed, and if symptoms persist, the biopsy should be repeated at the age of 3 months. Rectal biopsy specimens in neonates should include mucosa and submucosa.
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